Captains Courageous

Captains Courageous is a novel, by Rudyard Kipling, that follows the adventures of
fifteen-year-old Harvey Cheyne Jr., the spoiled son of a railroad tycoon, after he is saved from
drowning by a fishing boat in the north Atlantic. Harvey Cheyne is the son of a wealthy
railroad magnate and his wife, who are over-indulgent parents in San Diego, California.
Washed overboard from a transatlantic steamship and rescued by fishermen off the Grand
Banks of Newfoundland, the young Harvey Cheyne can neither persuade them to take him
quickly to port, nor convince them of his wealth. Disko Troop, captain of the Were Here,
offers him a job as part of the crew until they return to port. With no other choice, Harvey
accepts.Through a series of trials and adventures, the youth learns to adjust to his rough new
life and, with the help of his friend, the captains son Dan Troop, he makes progress.
Eventually, the schooner returns to port and Harvey wires his parents. They rush cross-country
by their private rail car, given priority over commercial traffic, to Boston, Massachusetts.
From there they go to the fishing town of Gloucester to find that their son has matured to
become an industrious, serious and considerate young man.Harveys mother rewards the
seaman who initially rescued her son. Harveys father rewards Captain Troop by hiring his son
Dan to work on his prestigious tea clipper fleet. He is delighted at his sons new maturity and
their relationship improves, and Harvey decides to begin his career with his fathers shipping
lines.
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Melvyn Douglas in Captains Courageous () Lionel. Harvey Cheyne, Jr., second richest person
in the world, orphaned and spoiled rotten, encounters a cigar and the sea on his way to
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Spencer Tracy earned an Academy Award for his performance in Captains Courageous and
even sings a bit; the story was parodied years later. 10 Jun - 3 min - Uploaded by Captains
Courageous - Trailer A wealthy spoiled brat falls off an ocean liner and is rescued by a
Portuguese fisherman. Forced. Captains Courageous has ratings and reviews. Henry said:
Harvey Cheyne Jr. an arrogant fifteen -year- old, greatly disliked by the annoyed pas.
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